NOTES
"BE RADICAL-BE RADICAL-BE NOT TOO DAMNED RADICAL!": THE ORIGINS AND RESONANCE OF WHITMAN'S SIGNATURE EXPRESSION Near the end of his life Walt Whitman advised Horace Traubel to "be radical-be radical-be not too damned radical!"l As early as 1930 Vernon Parrington's Main Currents in American Thought identified this remark as a key to Whitman's character and outlook. Many others have agreed. Thomas Brasher sees the statement as evidence that Whitman's "radicalness, cockiness, and boldness" were often tempered by a "prudent, sensible side." David Reynolds cites the "not too damned radical" statement as giving voice to a conservative element in the poet's temperament. Jon Panish notes that the phrase illustrates the complexity of Whitman's political attitudes. 2 Recently, the quotation has gained currency beyond the sphere ofliterary criticism. Bryan Garman singles out the phrase by titling the introduction to his book on the workingclass hero "Be radical-be not too damned radical." And Paul Berman invokes the phrase yet again in an essay reflecting on how the U.S. should react to Muslim militants. 3 If Whitman was fond of a paradoxically prudent radicalism, he was even more fond of the rhetorical pattern "Be . . . be . . . be not" through which he expressed it. He habitually put forth two assertions followed by a negation cutting against the grain of emphasis. For example, he told Traubel to "be cocky, be cocky, don't be too damned cocky!" (WWWC, 2:135-136); "be individualistic, be individualistic, be not too damned individualistic" (WWWC, 3:122); and "be bold, be bold, be not too damned bold!" (WWWC, 5:381). Brasher, in first pointing out Whitman's fondness for this construction, failed to observe that the "be bold, be bold, be not too damned bold" phrasing directly echoes Edmund Spenser, Whitman's likely source for the pattern underlying all these varying expressions. In the third book of The Faerie Qveene, the Knight Britomart enters the House of Busirane so as to rescue Amoret, Scudamour's abducted bride. Britomart has entered a torturer's castle (the walls are decorated with tapestries depicting Jove's rape of assorted mortal women):
Tho as she backward cast her busie eye,
To search each secrete of that goodly sted, Ouer the dore thus written she did spye 4 In short, what has been understood as a signature Whitman expression became his through adoption and modification rather than through individual invention. 5 Ironically, when Whitman borrowed from Spenser he relied on a writer who in turn probably borrowed either from Ovid's myth of Venus and Adonis in Metamorphoses or from a folktale. 6 Whitman toyed with different articulations of the "be ... be ... be not" rhetorical pattern. For example, he once gave Traubel advice about writing: "you are on the right track-; you will get somewhere. I don't seem to have any advice to give, except perhaps this: Be natural, be natural, be natural! Be a damned fool, be wise if you must (can't help it), be anything-; only be natural!" (WWWG, 1: 194). Apparently, it is possible to be too radical or individualistic or cocky or bold, but not too natural. Yet the very "be ... be ... " pattern sets Whitman's mind on the course of assertion and counter assertion, so, in this instance, he embeds within his reflections on being natural the oscillation between being foolish and wise. Whitman's firm belief in the middle way, in finding a mean between extremes, is Aristotelian. As Whitman once wrote in a note to himself: "Aristotle mediums between extremes, also experimental philosophy. (It seems to be the substratum on which are based modern literature, education, and very largely modern character.) "7 In another remarkable exchange with Traubel, Whitman discusses a belief in immortality and says: "perhaps the truth is, we are not so sure we are sure-not any of us-it is our age, in which the tendency of belief is, not to be so damned certain we are certain." He goes on to talk about John Burroughs's scientific temperament-"he will not say he is sure." Then Whitman says, "This spirit-the not-too-damned sure spirit-is the glory of our age" (WWWG, 6:146-147). The whole "be ... be ... be not too damned" pattern seems to have become for Whitman a conscious syntax of his own thinking and, though its origins were much earlier, a defining marker of his era. 
